VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

Photography/Video/Tech – We have numerous opportunities to create fun, informational videos as well as event/day to day photo opportunities – scheduled photo/video opportunity possible. Restarting our youtube channel, creating PSAs and working with local community television stations.

Tech – we are always looking to upgrade our tech options either as a display, for exhibit purposes or even in the back office. A great opportunity for someone with an affinity for anything tech that would like to help us upgrade.

Software – We own the entire Adobe Suite and we would love someone to help us better utilize its capacity and train those of us who would like to use it more often. We also design many projects in CANVA and could add you to our work group. We bought a software called Doodly that looks great but we have not had time to master.

Performance Options

Exposure to anything and everything is a goal of the museum. Do you have a unique talent that you would like to share with our guests? We have therapy dogs, glass art, dance, music, story times, short plays, chess class .... really anything you can imagine that is age appropriate we are happy to promote! School groups that sing or act and want to do a quick performance, please reach out.

Exhibit Projects

- Creating a Veterinary clinic – re-design of current space includes painting, research of exhibit components and design.

- DINOSAURS – large collection of dinosaurs that need an appropriate habitat for imaginary play.

- Design of water exhibit area including appropriate visuals on the walls. Large screen tv with video running will be part of this project – this is a HUGE project that all design suggestions will be welcome.
- Creating a fun walkway from the front door to our new outdoor exhibit space.

- Creation of LARGE outdoor game pieces – think Yahtzee with a bucket for dice, tic tac toe made from giant pvc pieces.

- ESCAPE ROOM – creating an escape room (3 or 4 plans) to be used by children and families ages 8 and up on a one time basis (Friday night fun with the family).

- MAZE/SCAVERSGER HUNT – for the young reader who likes to solve puzzles that take them around the museum (ages 6 -10).

- Re-Design opportunity for our young teen space in Room 2. Layout, suggestions, product recommendations.

- Front Plaza area (hopefully will be resurfaced soon) then an opportunity to create Paths? Roads? Games? Labyrinth?

- Tons of miscellaneous painting projects and small exhibit creations in need of rehab or upgrades.

**Events:** The Mace Race is our annual fundraiser on Grandparents Day in September. We offer a myriad of events of all kinds throughout the year where staffing and participation is a great help. School vacation weeks and summers are also great times to offer events.

**Classes:** Please contact us with your offering. We have STEM Classes, Learn to Play (Fill in the blank), Create a (fill in the blank) Babysitting, Story Time, Music Time, Lap Babies, First Aid, Teacher Training, Business Breakfasts, Business Nights.
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